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It's artist Ericka Beckman's week, with a screening at MOCA and smart work in Culver City. Also, poets 
pay tribute to the late Meredith Gins, who tried to defy death, at LACMA. 

 
1. Mermaid and scarecrow with soundtrack 
If Disney made a live-action Little Mermaid, keeping all the overly bright, chipper colors of the animated 
version but adhering faithfully to Hans Christian Andersen’s cruel original tale, a scene like the one in 
Ericka Beckman’s Boundary Figures photograph might appear. The crumpled feminine figure, laid out in 
some kind of cove and wearing something pink and scaly, might be the mermaid after she’s sacrificed 
herself for love. The photograph, made by smart, genre-bending Beckman in 1989, hangs as one in a 
series of three at Cherry & Martin. The others include a scarecrow in shadows and an ethereal figure 
who’s half geisha, half jellyfish. Spotlights come on and focus on one image at a time, with specific 
soundtracks played for each. It’s the incredible competence with which Beckman has executed these 
eerie, not-quite-comprehensible situations that makes them so memorable. 

 
2. Let the shoe drop 
Cinderella, in Ericka Beckman's version, wears a green strapless dress that shows cleavage, happily 
dances alone at the ball, rides a white getaway horse instead of a horse-drawn carriage and "loses" the 
game when she forgets to leave her shoe behind. Beckman's take is more fun, and more of a strong- 
woman celebration, than such recent attempts to redo fairy tales as Disney's Tangled. Beckman's 1986 
Cinderella (starring artist Mike Kelley) and two other Beckman films feature in the screening hosted by 
Los Angeles Filmforum at MOCA. 
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